
Premium Refinement for every Porsche. Famous since 1987.



TECHART is Premium Refinement 
for every Porsche model.

TECHART is the international premium brand when it comes to 
individualization and refinement of any Porsche model.

Since 1987, everything we do at TECHART is driven by the highest 
demands on design excellence, high technology development 
competence and our responsible attitude towards emotion and reason. 

Our core principle: OE manufacturer quality – visible and invisible. 

All genuine TECHART products follow this uncompromising rule in order 
to give you maximum freedom of choice creating enduring individual 
driving pleasure.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/brand
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https://www.techart.com/brand


EASY. 

ENJOY REAL INDIVIDUALITY AND PEACE OF MIND. 
WITH TECHART PROTECT.

The TECHART PROTECT Warranty was specifically designed for individualized 
new and pre-owned Porsche vehicles. It provides independence from the car 
manufacturer’s warranties. And it makes your decision for individualism so much 
easier. Thanks to extensive warranty coverage, a 111 points check, 0% own 
contribution and 0% advance payment.

TECHART PROTECT is available in the following countries:

Europe: EU member countries, Switzerland, Norway, Great Britain • North America: USA, 

Canada, Mexico • South America: Chile, Brazil • Asia-Pacific: Australia, Indonesia, Japan, 

Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan (R.O.C.), Thailand, Vietnam, India • Middle East: UAE, Kuwait, 

Saudi-Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Bahrain

TECHART PROTECT may become available in further countries. Please check www.techart.com/protect to view an updated list.

»Does TECHART refinement affect the
statutory warranty for defects?

– And how about the Porsche Approved 
Used Vehicle Guarantee 

or the Porsche New Vehicle 
Guarantee?«
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TECHART PROTECT Services1

Warranty covering the complete vehicle:
- combustion engine
- electric engine / hybrid components
- fuel / cooling system
- drivetrain / gearbox
- suspension / steering
- braking system
- heating / air-condition
- electrical system
- body

2 years statutory warranty covering 
TECHTRONIC engine management

111-points check

0% own contribution, 0% advance payment

Free choice of repair shop upon agreement

Material and labor cost included

Validity period:
- 24 months if contracted up to 12 months after first registration
- 12 months if contracted later than 12 months after first registration
- no mileage limit
- renewable up to 7 years/150,000 km

1The TECHART PROTECT warranty conditions apply. 

See www.techart.com/protect for details.

Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/protect
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WELCOME TO SPORT MODE.
TECHART for the 718.
Action! Whenever you like. The TECHART Program for your 
Porsche 718 Boxster and 718 Cayman instantly sets you into SPORT Mode.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/718
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https://www.techart.com/718


YOUR TIME IS NOW.
TECHART for the 911.

The spirit of the 'Timeless Machine' 911, developed further towards maximum individuality 
and freedom of choice. For all Carrera, Targa and GT3 models. 
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/911
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UNLOCKED.
TECHART for the 911 Turbo.
Turbo, unlocked. Powerful styling, aerodynamic function and built-in versatility 
for individual customization boosts your 992 series Turbo’s diversity and performance.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/911
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https://www.techart.com/911


EXTREMES, UNIFIED.
TECHART GTstreet R.

20 years an icon. Limited to 87 vehicles, the new TECHART GTstreet R is the unique 
custom-built super sportscar based on the 992 series 911 Turbo and 911 Turbo S.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/gtstreet
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https://www.techart.com/gtstreet


BEYOND E-SPORTS.
TECHART for the Taycan.
This is e-Sports the way you like it: carbon fiber body styling kit, individual interior design, 
customized wheels. TECHART refinement is both sporty and versatile, creating your unique electrified masterpiece.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/taycan
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https://www.techart.com/taycan


POWER WORKOUT.
TECHART for the Panamera.

80 millimeters wider. 90 horsepower stronger. 100 percent yourself. 
TECHART customization for the Panamera and Panamera Sport Turismo makes it truly unique.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/panamera
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FOCUSED ON THE ESSENTIAL: YOU.
TECHART for the Macan.
Concentrated. Not reduced. Streamlined. Not mainstream. Furious in power, yet well-balanced in every respect.
»Intensity?« – »Just as you like it.« »Adventurous?« – »Of course!«.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/macan
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https://www.techart.com/macan


IT’S TIME YOU GET SOMETHING BACK.
TECHART for the Cayenne.

Athletic. Powerful. For SUV and Coupe. Built to your personal preferences. 
Your heart says: »Yes!«. Your mind says: »Yes!«. – Looks like you’re outvoted.
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Learn more online: 
www.techart.com/cayenne
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https://www.techart.com/cayenne


Aerodynamic Bodykits

Individualized Wheels

Artisan Carbon Fiber Parts

Bespoke Interior Refinement

Handcrafted Steering Wheels

Engine Power Upgrades

Sports Exhaust Systems

Every individual has a different perspective on life. 
Specific skills and talents.
An own way of living and thinking. 
A distinct perception of individuality.

If you are deciding to add a part of your personality, 
your perception of individualism to your Porsche – 
what would be your measure for uniqueness?

No matter which character traits you wish to emphasize,
TECHART offers you an unsurpassed range of options 
to really add your unique signature to your Porsche model.

Explore all shades of your personality. 
TECHART has all you ever wanted.
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TECHART Aerodynamics.
Individual styling, well-balanced.

TECHART bodykits and styling options underline the sport-focused attitude 
of individualized Porsche models from every angle. The distinction of 
TECHART exterior design is unmistakable. At the same time, it decently 
maintains the inimitable Porsche design line.

The range of exterior TECHART options is versatile. Front spoilers and front 
aprons merge perfectly with the surrounding design. Rear wings and rear 
aprons are sporty statements, instantly visible.

Accompanied by a manifold choice of TECHART body parts such as 
diffusors, side skirts, front lids, roof spoilers as well as all kinds of exterior trims 
and customized surface finishes, the variety of TECHART personalization 
for any Porsche model is literally endless.

In the development process, TECHART merges traditional workmanship 
and artisan clay modelling as well as digital design engineering, such as 
virtual reality design and 3D prototyping. 

Demanding test procedures are development steps any genuine TECHART 
bodykit has to undergo. These include simulation and real life track testing, 
crash and impact tests as well as wind tunnel testing of aerodynamic 
components. This great deal of time and effort is crucial for both, optimum 
driving performance and highest active safety.

As a result, TECHART bodykits are not only breathtaking design upgrades. 
They ensure well-balanced aerodynamics and improved driving stability.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Exterior
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https://www.techart.com/exterior


WATCH VIDEO
TECHART WIND TUNNEL TEST
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https://www.techart.de/vidwindtunnel


TECHART Wheels.
Personality, 360 degrees.

Genuine TECHART wheels are distinctive design, perfectly hallmarking 
your individual Porsche model. Exclusive TECHART-engineered designs, 
manufactured at the highest quality standards.

The range includes TECHART wheel designs in dimensions up to 23-inch. 
And no matter which wheel design you may choose, all TECHART wheels 
can be customized for a perfect match. Color-coordinated with your brake 
calipers, aligned with your interior decorative stitching, multi-color painted 
or with a distinctive wheel edge in contrast color. In other words: just as 
individual as you like it.

TECHART spacers create a wider track and add an even sportier look to 
your vehicle. The wheels are aligned flush with the wheel arches. Your car’s 
presence immediately increases. Even at standstill.

TECHART sport springs allow a distinctive lowering of your vehicle and 
apply agile driving characteristics. TECHART height adjustable sport 
springs kits add a good dash of sportiness to your Porsche model. Allowing 
customized height adjustment within a wide range, they put full flexibility at 
your command.

TECHART offers even more chassis upgrades: such as the TECHART 
Noselift front axle lift system available for a wide range of Porsche sports car 
models. It provides enhanced every day use suitability through additional 
ground clearance at the push of a button.

And if you own a Porsche SUV, the TECHART Air Suspension Module »Sport« 
might be your favorite feature applying sharper driving dynamics, a sportier 
appearance and more comfort.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Wheels
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WATCH VIDEO
TECHART NOSELIFT
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TECHART Carbon Fiber.
Spotless. Sporty. Styling.

TECHART carbon parts and trims underline your passion for individuality 
and they are simply the ideal styling upgrade for your Porsche model. No 
matter if you prefer to add highlights to your car's standard body or to further 
individualize TECHART bodykit parts.

Several surface finishes including classic carbon fiber textures and TECHART 
Forged Design Carbon – distinguished by its randomly arranged carbon 
strands – instantly underline the performance-focused styling of your 
Porsche, setting it apart from the series models.

A wide range of TECHART carbon fiber parts are handmade at TECHART's 
in-house carbon fiber shop. These include pure carbon elements and also 
add-on trims which are an easy way to upgrade standard plastic parts. 
Everything is made to your preferences: silky smooth or high-gloss finished, 
made in the particularly sporty forged design pattern or even dyed in the 
color of your choice.

TECHART offers carbon parts and carbon styling packages for nearly every 
Porsche model including the 911 Turbo, 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 RS, which 
let you upgrade nearly all standard plastic body parts.

Weight reduced TECHART carbon front lids are available for 911, Panamera 
and Cayenne models, and you can decide whether you prefer them painted 
in body color or in clear coated visible carbon.

Feel free to add carbon highlights to your vehicle's interior: door entry guards, 
interior trims and panels, seat backpanels, steering wheel trims, sports 
pedals, floor mats and much more is available in TECHART quality carbon.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Carbon
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WATCH VIDEO
TECHART CARBON PARTS

glossy

forged glossy

forged matt

matt
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TECHART Interiors.
Make yourself at home.

Why should you let someone else decide how to furnish your personal interior 
of your Porsche? TECHART handcrafted interiors are world-renowned for 
their extraordinary level of quality and accuracy, for carefully chosen materials 
and unique design details. The master craftsmen of the TECHART in-house 
saddlery are at your service, willing to share their years of experience to give 
personal advice.

Your wish list may range from punctual highlights to a uniquely designed 
TECHART interior, created of supple, natural leather according to your 
personal perception and taste.

Needless to say that with TECHART interior refinement, you can also just 
add a selective individual touch to the interior of your Porsche. Or you can 
even just make it look like factory new, wiping away the natural wear and tear 
from your steering wheel, your seats or your shift lever. You will be impressed 
by the variety of options you have.

Choose among supple natural leather, Alcantara or even lambs wool for 
every part. Interior carbon fiber trims. Door entry guards. Individual floor 
mats. Sports pedals. Contrasted stitching. Peforated leather, backed by a 
contrasting liner. A color match of standard plastic parts. And so much more.

A special TECHART feature for Porsche sport bucket seats: tailor-made seat 
middle sections that can be replaced with a flick of your wrist. Change your 
seat styling in just 5 minutes. And if you like, literally change it every day.

What is your preference: leather or Alcantara with a color-matched stitching? 
Or maybe a classic Pepita pattern? Or how about genuine Scottish Tartan? 
Style it as you like it!

Learn more online: 
TECHART Interior
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WATCH VIDEO
TECHART BESPOKE INTERIORS
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TECHART Steering Wheels.
Handmade. For perfect handling.

A custom made TECHART steering wheel is a signature feature for your 
Porsche, handcrafted at the renowned TECHART upholstery shop. Painted 
surfaces, leather and Alcantara segments as well as carbon fiber trims, 
pipings, stitchings and perforations create an endless variety of options. 
As a matter of course, your standard steering wheel features such as 
multi-function, paddle shifters or steering wheel heating are maintained.

Composed by select materials and perfected design, every stage of 
production requires an extraordinary level of expertise. This is why all 
genuine TECHART steering wheels are handmade at the in-house 
manufactory in Leonberg/Germany.

Shaped in a casting process using proprietary molding tools, the 
caoutchouc-like rubber compound has to fulfill specific safety 
requirements. The material does not only give the ergonomic shape 

to the steering wheel rim, it is also designed to absorb impact energy 
through defined deforming. After the rough part has been removed from 
the mold, the rich repertory of TECHART’s master craftsmen turns it into 
a masterpiece made of finest materials.

And even if you do not choose a TECHART steering wheel for your 
Porsche, all options for refinement, individualization and reconditioning 
are available for your factory steering wheel, too. Feel free to select among 
the wide range of colors and materials.

For today's Porsche steering wheels, TECHART offers an average of 13 
different personalization options and an endless combination of materials 
and colors. Everything to make it one of a kind.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Interior
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WATCH VIDEO
TECHART STEERING WHEELS
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TECHART Powerkits.
Whenever you’re in the mood.

TECHART provides impressive power gains for a lot of Porsche models. 
The core of most TECHART powerkits is the TECHTRONIC™ engine 
management system. The installation is easy and quick, and it can be done 
by every authorized TECHART sales partner without touching the standard 
engine management. 

To give an axample: the TECHART performance upgrade TA092/T1.1 with 
the TECHTRONIC management injects the 911 Turbo S an additional 44 kW 
(60 hp) and increases the total output to 522 kW (710 hp). The maximum 
torque generates an additional 100 Newton meters and thus a total torque 
of 900 Newton meters.

With TA092/T2.1 powerkit, the most powerful TECHART power upgrade to 
date, the 911 Turbo S is trimmed for maximum performance.

New and improved turbochargers in connection with refined software for 
both, the factory engine management and the transmission control unit, 
ensure maximum performance on the road and on the racetrack. Up to 588 
kW (800 hp) and 950 Newton meters of torque are available at the push of 
a button. New top speed: 350 km/h.

Most TECHART powerkits are homologated for road legal use and come 
with a part certificate.

Note: Due to individual laws and regulations of using aftermarket parts and power kits in 
various U.S. states and the U.S. federal government, please consult the appropriate laws in 
your area before installation to ensure compliance with all applicable laws. Neither TECHART 
nor their official resellers or other sellers of the parts make any representations that any of their 
parts comply with any such laws.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Powerkits
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WATCH VIDEO
TECHART POWERKIT
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TECHART Exhaust Systems.
Goosebumps at will.

The ability to create goosebumps at will is called “voluntary piloerection”. 
A phenomenon, which is very rarely documented. To date, science has 
published only a few single-individual case studies about people with 
this talent. And still, an explanation of how it works remains to be given.

We wouldn't be TECHART if we didn't have a solution for this. To all admirers 
of audible driving pleasure: TECHART has always been developing its 
own sports exhaust systems, providing an impressive soundscape. For 
nearly every Porsche model, TECHART offers a range of sports exhaust 
systems and silencers to meet different individual preferences.

For a racier soundscape whenever you’re in the mood, valve-controlled 
sport exhaust systems dynamically adjust the sound according to the 
driving style or at the push of a button whenever you like. And for drivers 
who are searching for an uncompromising motorsport-like appearance, 
TECHART’s »Racing« exhaust systems are the right choice for an 
extraordinary audible presence.

TECHART's range of sports exhaust systems is diverse and each exhaust 
has been specifically designed for the respective Porsche model. A feature all 
TECHART exhausts have in common is that all of them have been designed 
to make your emotional individual driving experience complete.

A sign of individuality, even at standstill: TECHART tailpipes. Depending 
on your Porsche model, they are available in carbon fiber/titanium or in 
glossy chromed or black stainless steel. Every variant visibly underlines the 
distinctive character of your Porsche model.

– Enough said. How about an individual soundcheck right now? Please 
follow the links provided on the next page and check out some audio 
examples. Headphones recommended.

Learn more online: 
TECHART Exhausts
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SOUND
CHECK 1 

SOUND
CHECK 3 

SOUND
CHECK 4 

SOUND
CHECK 2 
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Explore the TECHART World.

Premium Refinement and Individuality.
For your Porsche.
For you.

TECHART e-Newsletter

TECHART Social Media

TECHART 3D Configurator TECHART VR Interiors

TECHART Brochures

TECHART Dealer Search

Build your own online: 
TECHART 3D ConfiguratorGet inspired.

Get in touch!
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www.techart.com/keepintouch
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